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THE
INSIDE
BUZZ
By MAHSA KHALILIFAR
Daily Titan Asst. Entertainment Editor

Hey everyone, we’re back
again bringing you the latest news
on hit makers and celebrities …
Fall-baby craze descends on the
Hollywood scene: 43-year-old
actor Dylan McDermott, from
The Practice fame and wife, 36year-old actress Shiva Rose, had
a baby girl last Thursday; 32-yearold supermodel Heidi Klum had
a baby boy with husband, singer
Seal, on Monday; People reports
that “Saturday Night Live’s” Tina
Fey, 35, had her ﬁrst child, a baby
girl, with 44-year-old “SNL” composer Jeff Richmond on Saturday
… Dave Chappelle goes back to
his familiar standup routine after

Word

On The Web

the much publicized departure
from his TV series on Comedy
Central. The 33-year-old is selling out small venues and saying
he enjoys it more thanks to an
intimate setting … Actor Matt
Damon, 34, has gotten engaged
to his girlfriend of two years,
29-year-old Luciana Barroso …
music band Yellowcard is going
to kick-off a smaller-venue, sixweek tour set on Oct. 24 to support their Jan. 24 release of their
new album Lights and Sounds …
notable CD releases that came out
Tuesday include Santana All That
I am … Switchfoot’s Nothing is
Sound … Jail won’t keep rapper
Lil’Kim’s new release, The Naked
Truth, from hitting the shelves …
girl group Antigone Rising comes
out strong with From The Ground
Up … PussyCat Dolls come out
with their new one PCD … Paul
McCartney gives us Chaos and
Creation in the Backyard … new
DVD releases this week include
… “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to
The Galaxy” … “Fever Pitch” …
and “Everybody Loves RaymondThe Complete Fourth Season” …
Celebrity gossip of the week: is it
true? … rock music group Weezer may be breaking up? …. Stay
tuned for that and more on the next
Inside Buzz ….

Concert
Calendar

Want more Buzz? Check the Web
for the latest on Hawaiian culture
and theater plus more album
reviews at www.dailytitan.com.

Sat, 09/17/05 8 p.m.
DKT – Mc5 and the Sun
Ra Arkestra
Royce Hall – UCLA
Los Angeles

Thurs, 09/15/05 8 p.m.
Flogging Molly
House of Blues
Anaheim
Thurs, 09/15/05 8 p.m.
John Mayer Trio
House of Blues
Los Angeles
Fri, 09/16/05 8 p.m.
Gin Blossoms
House of Blues
Anaheim
Fri, 09/16/05 8 p.m.
The Bravery
Galaxy Theatre
Santa Ana
Sat, 09/17/05 12 p.m.
KROQ Inland Invasion
Hyundai Pavilion
Devore
Sat, 09/17/05 7:30 p.m.
Death by Stereo
Chain Reaction
Anaheim

Sat, 09/17/05 12 p.m.-4
p.m.
Open Casting call for new
MTV show, “Yo Momma”
Martini Blues
Huntington Beach
Sun, 09/18/05, 9 p.m.
Lil Mo/Xscape, Tela.
Raheem Devaughn
House of Blues
Hollywood
Mon, 09/20/05 7:30 p.m.
Interpol
Greek Theatre
Los Angeles

MOVIE
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Low-brow comedy
works for ‘The Man’
By JENNY STAR LOR
Daily Titan Staff

PHOTO BY DIYAH PERA/SONY PICTURES

Emily’s story chills audience
By JENNIFER BELLENDIR
Daily Titan Staff

The frightening images of
“The Exorcism of Emily Rose”
will follow audience members
home and linger on their minds
long after the credits roll.
The movie is based on the true
story of a college girl who becomes possessed with demonic
spirits and is killed when her exorcism turns fatal.
The story is told through ﬂashbacks while watching the courtroom trial unfold.
Father Moore (Tom Wilkinson) is accused of the negligent
murder of possessed 19-year-old
Emily Rose (Jennifer Carpenter).
He refuses the plea bargain so he
can “tell Emily’s story.”
This creates a challenge for
lawyer Erin Bruner (Laura Linney), who needs the acquittal to
make partner in her law ﬁrm.
Prosecutor Ethan Thomas
(Campbell Scott) argues that

Rose had a psychotic epileptic
disorder and that Father Moore,
in effect, killed Rose by advising
her to stop taking the prescribed
medication.
Meanwhile,
the
agnostic
Bruner gets drawn into this war
of spirits when she receives visits from the same demons that
haunted Rose.
Desperate to win her case,
Bruner brings the controversial
subject of demons and religion
into the state’s courtroom.
She allows Father Moore to
testify against the wishes of the
archdiocese, which is paying for
Moore’s defense.
Director Scott Derrickson
makes the courtroom drama seem
almost as interesting as the exorcism.
Father Moore wins the sympathy of the audience as he offers his freedom to fulﬁll Rose’s
request and let the public know
what really happened to her. Linney’s character starts off lonely

and heartless, with a thirst for
success.
However, in the end, she shows
her compassion and even rejects
the offer for ﬁrm partner when
she realizes her profession has
left her unfulﬁlled.
Carpenter’s portrayal of Rose
is absolutely disturbing, which is
perfect for the ﬁlm.
She portrays the demon-possessed college student so well
that the audience begins to think
of her more as a demon than an
actual person.
This ﬁlm will give a heartier
scare and have a longer lasting
affect on those who believe in
the spiritual world, especially
because it is based on a true account.
Overall, the ﬁlm felt more disturbing than scary – except for
the intense exorcism scene and
Rose’s horriﬁc facial expressions
that will send chills down even
the most jaded audience member’s spine.

Although the few people who
do go see “The Man” may enter
the theater with uncertainty, they
need not fear because the movie
delivers a hilarious action-packed
movie theater experience.
The movie starts with a gun
heist in Detroit where a federal
agent winds up dead. When the
authorities learn the agent killed
was in on the deal, internal affairs assumes the crooked agent’s
partner, Derrick Vann (Samuel L.
Jackson), is in on it too.
Set out to clear his name, Vann
stumbles upon an unlikely partner
who teaches him a thing or two
about being “The Man.”
Andy Fiddler (Eugene Levy), a
dental supply salesman from Wisconsin, is in the Motor City for a
two-day convention.
While at a coffee shop, an arms
dealer, Joey Trent (Luke Goss),
mistakes Fiddler for a buyer who
wants a “taste” of the merchandise.
The case of mistaken identity leads Vann to use Fiddler as
the puppet in his sting operation.
Throughout the ﬁlm, Fiddler never
loses his cool despite the misfortunes that befall on the goofball
Vann, on the other hand, is
a menacing undercover federal
agent who uses street smarts and
bullying to get the job done.
Aside from a few vulnerable
moments, Vann sticks to his toughguy image.
Together, the two embark on a
fast-paced journey ﬁlled with funny twists, turns and mishaps.
Director Les Mayﬁeld, who
directed “Blue Streak,” outdoes

himself with this comical cop
movie.
Jackson and Levy are a dynamic pair. The movie focuses on the
characters’ clashing personalities
while working together.
Creating the ideal balance of yin
and yang, Vann portrays the pessimist while Fiddler complements
him with pleasant optimism.
The movie features a colorful array of actors. Miguel Ferrer
from “Crossing Jordan” plays
Agent Peters, an internal affairs
agent determined to bring down
Vann; Anthony Mackie from “8
Mile,” plays Booty, Vann’s snitch
who gets a beating in nearly every scene and Susie Essman, from
“Curb Your Enthusiasm,” plays
Lt. Cabrone, Vann’s sassy boss.
Even if the ﬁlm lies in the media-shadows of “The Exorcism of
Emily Rose,” for those who don’t
enjoy horror ﬂicks, these 90 minutes of laughter would be the obvious choice.
With comedic moments ﬁlled
with expelling ﬂatulence, funny
one-liners, shootings in the bum
and body searches, “The Man” is
for anyone who’s out for a good
laugh.
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Punk history in trouble, ‘Save CBGB’
By KELLI FADROSKI
Daily Titan Staff

Punk rock music is all about
a cause, and what better cause is
there than saving a valuable piece
of punk rock history?
New York’s CBGB club is currently in danger of being shut down
due to a lease dispute between
CBGB owner Hilly Kristal and
the Bowery Resident’s Committee, which according to CBGB’s
ofﬁcial website, www.savecbgb.
org, has raised CBGB’s rent from
$20,000 a month to $40,000 a
month.
According to CBGB docuMATT CARRANZA/For the Daily Titan (Courtesy of teamgoon.com)
ments, the venue was never billed
for the rent increase in 2001, thus Fans packed CBGB to the brim for beneﬁt concerts last weekend.
is currently behind in its rent. The
Bowery Resident’s Committee end.
composed of ex-band members
threatened to close down CBGB in
“The place was just packed to of other various established punk
August 2005 if all the rent owed the gills…just sold out,” Shantz acts, the Adolescents are true punk
was not paid.
said. “Both nights were amazing. pioneers.
The rent increase and lease dis- We haven’t seen a line-up like that
The band has toured the counpute are currently being handled since 1980-whatever and the New try inside and out and holds fond
by courts in New York City, and York crowd responded well. The memories of their stops in New
the venue has been allowed to re- Adolescents absolutely ruled.”
York City at CBGB’s.
main open without a lease during
New York is the birthplace of
“I played on that stage with
this review.
punk rock.
Joey Ramone,” Adolescents bassAlthough CBGB is located on
The CBGB club, located cozily ist Steve Soto said of the club.
the East Coast, the impact it has at 315 Bowery Bleecker St. in the “We played there in the ‘80s and
created on the music world is felt city’s Lower East Side, stands to- the CBGB was the place to play. It
on the West Coast.
day, not only as a shrine to all that was the ﬁrst punk rock club in the
“Every so often there is a ven- is punk rock, but as the ofﬁcial states and it would be sad to see it
ue or a city that makes you think, launching pad of hundreds of mu- go down without a ﬁght. The Ado‘that’s where it all
sic careers.
lescents are always looking for a
started,’” said Rob
CBGB opened ﬁght.”
“The Robfather”
its doors to starvSoto is conﬁdent in saying that
The CBGB
Trisler,
owner
ing musicians in CBGB is indeed the spawning
of San Jose, Cathe late 1970s ground of punk rock and admits
is dirty, it’s a
lif. based Orange
and served as that, in light of the Hurricane Kahellhole and
Peal Records. “A
both a venue and trina disaster, there are obviously
stomping ground
a crash pad for more important causes to support,
impossible to
for the musical
those who had but the Adolescents are simply
get to, but it’s
icons of an era
nowhere to go.
playing the CBGB gig in the spirit
stamped in time;
Bands
such
of punk rock.
an important
that for me is CBas the Ramones,
“In the wake of the hurricane, it
hellhole.
GB’s for ‘70s punk
Blondie and the seems silly to try to save a punk
rock.”
Dead Boys have club that’s in trouble based on
“The CBGB is
all sweated it out possibly poor management and a
Mel Shantz
dirty, it’s a hellhole
on the small stage situation that they got themselves
Finger Records owner
and impossible to
at the beginning into,” Soto said. “But, we’re going
get to, but it’s an
of their careers. in spirit…I mean, the Ramones
important
hellOver the years, came from CBGB.”
hole,” Irvine based Finger Records the venue has housed thousands
The show carried such imporowner Mel Shantz said. “We need of bands from every genre – blue tance that original Circle Jerks
to appreciate what we’ve got as grass, blues, punk, rock and jazz.
guitarist, Greg Hetson who is curfar as clubs and music…it’s taken
The venue also presents hun- rently on tour in Europe with his
for granted. Some of these shows dreds of art shows, plays, poetry other band, Bad Religion, joined
will go down in history and we’re readings and spoken-word presen- the rest of the Circle Jerks by ﬂyreally not going to realize what tations in CB’s 313 Gallery.
ing in to New York speciﬁcally to
we’ve got until it’s gone. I hope
CBGB started Save CBGB to be a part of the beneﬁt show.
the people wearing their CBGB T- help raise funds to stay aﬂoat durThe CBGB is a simple venue shirts think about that when they ing the lengthy court dispute.
or as Soto describes, a “dirty punk
look up at the new condominium
Artists from all over the coun- club,” - still operating under old
tower.”
try were more than happy to lend school standards and existing in
Los Angeles and Orange County their talents to help save the venue. so-so conditions.
punk bands aren’t willing to let the Bands such as the Vandals, BouncEven though the club might be
CBGB disappear without a ﬁght.
ing Souls, Strung Out, Sick of it “dirty,” it remains a golden shrine
On September 9 and 10, local All, Conﬂict, Dr. Know, the Ex- to those who have actually taken
punk heroes, the Adolescents, Cir- ploited, and now the Adolescents, the stage.
cle Jerks, D.I. and 45 Grave played Circle Jerks, D.I. and 45 Grave,
“If you’ve played alternative
one of the many beneﬁt shows to have all stepped up to play beneﬁt punk rock in the last 10 years,
save the CBGB.
shows at CBGB’s.
you’ve played CB’s,” Soto said.
Shantz was one of the lucky few
The Adolescents have long had “There’s something romantic
who was able to experience the standing in the punk rock com- about playing there. I mean, the
incredible line-up over the week- munity. Forming in 1980, and place is ﬁlthy but it’s romantic and

“

”

the spirit of punk rock is there.”
In early 2002, Orange County
lost one of its premium punk venues when Linda Jemison sold Linda’s Doll Hut. Punk bands such
as Bad Religion, the Adolescents,
Social Distortion, Flogging Molly
and others came out to bid farewell
to the closet-sized venue as it had
served the community well.
For Soto, this was a ﬁtting tribute and forever stamped Linda’s
Doll Hut in the pages of punk history. If CBGB should close its
doors forever, Soto hopes the last
beneﬁt shows will be an equally
ﬁtting tribute.
“It’s the same as when Linda’s
Doll Hut was up for sale,” Soto
said. “Brian Setzer and members
from X came out to play. Not to
save the club or change anything,
but it was our way of putting a
stamp on what’s important.”
Rumors started on message
boards that Kristal was planning to
move the club to Las Vegas should
their lease be dropped.
“I don’t even know what’s going on,” Soto said. “They said they
might move the club to Las Vegas
which would be the ultimate bad
idea – moving the ultimate punk
club and putting it in the least punk
setting of all time.”
Shantz has a different opinion

about the CBGB moving into sin
city.
“They’ve recreated everything
else there, they ought to put it in
the New York-New York,” Shantz said. “Las Vegas needs more
clubs.”
With the shrine of punk rock on
the chopping block, there is not
much more that can be done at this
time.
CBGB’s has even set up an online auction on EBay to help raise
funds for the club. Items up for
bid include band posters signed
by Social Distortion, Motorhead,
The Bangles, Shania Twain and
the Deadboys; a drumhead signed
by Motley Crue drummer Tommy
Lee; signed CDs and vinyl from
Def Leppard and Elvis Costello;
an original designed denim jacket
from The Bangles; and a specially
designed Fender bass guitar.
With the future of CBGB uncertain, the ﬁght to save the club
continues, as there will be gigs
throughout the month of September with scheduled performances
by Dead Men Walking and Helmet.
“I’d love to see it stay, but if it
goes, that is that,” Soto said. “It
can be preserved in the mind and
in history as going out with people
paying great tribute to it.”

CBGB
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OC bands rally to save CBGB
By MATT CARRANZA
For the Daily Titan

One of the most celebrated punk
rock clubs in the country is ﬁghting to keep its doors open to misﬁts, delinquents and music lovers
alike. Although not everyone was
able to catch seminal punk rock
legends the Ramones or Blondie
play live at hole-in-the-wall CBGB
in their infancy, the fairy tale story
of this dirty New York club will
forever be ingrained in the minds
of anybody interested in Rock ‘n’
Roll. But now, after three decades
in the same location, the CBGB is
faced with eviction and the bands
that had their start in there are getting back together to help save the
historic club.
CBGB, which stands for “Country Blue Grass Blues,” opened in
1973 with the intention of host-

ing live acts from its namesake’s
genre. However, club owner Hilly
Kristal found that there was little
desire for country music at his
club, so when he was propositioned to allow rock groups perform instead, he realized he had
nothing to lose.
CBGB helped jumpstart the
careers of bands such as AC/DC,
the Ramones, Guns ‘n’ Roses, the
Police, Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers and the Dead Boys just to
name a few.
Now, 30 years and countless
bands later, CBGB has lost its
lease and is threatened with eviction. One thing that is certain is
that CBGB will not go without
a ﬁght. As a last ditch effort, the
club has organized a concert series
titled “Save CBGB.”
As part of the series, ﬁve Orange
County old school punk bands -

the Adolescents,
Circle Jerks, D.I.,
Channel 3 and 45
Grave - were invited to play two
nights at CBGB to
help raise money
to save the club.
“As a musician,
a historian and a
music lover, I saw
it as an important step to honor
CBGB as a landmark and to help
ﬁght to keep it
there,” said Tony
Reﬂex, vocalist
of the Fullertonbased punk rock
band the Adolescents.
MATT CARRANZA/For the Daily Titan (Courtesy of teamgoon.com)
The
Adolescents
played 45 Grave joins the beneﬁt concert in hopes that CBGB might be spared from closing.
songs off their
new album entitled OC Conﬁden- was quite serious, the show itself Orange County, played an awetial and also played some classics was a blast. The mood didn’t even some set on both nights.
such as “Amoeba” and “Kids of drop when Casey Royer, lead
Vocalist Keith Morris let out
the Black Hole.”
singer of D.I., dove off the stage his opinion on politics, but didn’t
As the night progressed, there to be guided on top of the sea of make it too serious of a rant in orwas certainly a sense of nostal- heads during the Adolescents set der to keep the night fun for evgia for the bands that referred to and was passed around only to be eryone.
CBGB as their “Home away from dropped on a beer bottle.
Though it looks as if the fate of
home.”
It was no setback for Casey, CBGB is sealed, there might still
“We’ve played here more than who dug the broken glass from his be hope for the club’s survival.
any club anywhere else, and we’re back and continued to slam dance, Thanks to bands from all over
from California,” said Mike Ma- the dance of punk rockers.
the country, CBGB has one last
grann, lead singer for CH3.
The Circle Jerks, arguably the chance to live on as New York’s
Though the purpose of the show most well known punk band from punk rock haven.

MATT CARRANZA/For the Daily Titan (Courtesy of teamgoon.com)

MATT CARRANZA/For the Daily Titan (Courtesy of teamgoon.com)

Above: Casey Royer, singer of Orange County Punk band D.I., rocks while trying to save
CBGB from closing its doors forever.
Above Right: Audience members went crazy
during D.I.’s set, stage diving and getting rowdy
in the true punk rock spirit of CBGB.
Below Right: CBGB may look like a dive bar,
but it is responsible for launching hundreds of
music careers.

MATT CARRANZA/For the Daily Titan (Courtesy of teamgoon.com)
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Fondue is a must do
at The Melting Pot
By LISAJOYCE VERGARA
Daily Titan Staff

The Melting Pot specializes in
fondue, the hip, unique cooking
style that originally became popular in the 1970s and is quickly
making a come back.
The atmosphere of the Irvine
restaurant is inviting with European decor, dimmed lights and big
cozy booths. The tabletops feature
a stove in the center with a pot used
for the fondue. The restaurant employs very attentive and friendly
servers, elevating the atmosphere
with exceptional service.
The menu is simple – with salads, entrées and cheese and chocolate fondue – but the restaurant offers an extensive wine list.
For light eaters, the California
Salad ($7) is an excellent choice
with its raspberry and walnut vinaigrette.
It is recommended that every
diner try one of the four cheese
fondues. The basic cheddar cheese
proves a good choice for fonduenovices ($14). For the cheese, the
server brings out a tray of raw vegetables, green apples and pieces of
fresh bread for dipping.

As long as they don’t mind
cooking raw meat at the table,
those with a heartier appetite
should order the 6-ounce ﬁlet mignon ($21).
For dessert, the restaurant features eight chocolate fondues. For
those who like unadulterated milk
chocolate, the pure milk chocolate
fondue ($14) is the best bet.The
items that come with the chocolate
– cheesecake, brownies, strawberries, pound cake, marshmallows
and bananas -- make for a heavenly end to an exquisite meal.
Be sure to check out the restaurant’s specials as many the menu
items carry a hefty price. Salad,
cheese fondue and entrees for
two ($58) can save patrons money, while still providing a hearty
meal.
The Melting Pot also offers a
dessert special for two that includes a chocolate fondue and
martinis or coffees ($22).
Despite the pricey menu, the restaurant proves it’s worth the cost
because of its fun atmosphere.
The Melting Pot is located at
2646 Dupont Dr. #C70 in Irvine.
For more information or reservations call (949) 955-3242.

Institute Re-Introduces
Rock to the Mainstream
By KELLI FADROSKI
Daily Titan Staff

In a period of ﬂashy Pop-HipHop and Emo-Rock, Institute
injects Rock ‘n’ Roll back into
the veins of a rotting genre.
Fronted by ex-Bush vocalist/guitarist Gavin Rossdale,
it’s hard not to mistake this album for one of the 1990s Bush
grunge records.
However, with Helmet’s
Page Hamilton producing the
record, Distort Yourself comes
across as something feverishly
hard and refreshing.
Before ﬁnally settling down
with Institute, Rossdale ﬂirted
with a solo career, scoring hits
with “Adrenaline” from the
ﬁlm “XxX”, and “The Current,”
which had Rossdale collaborating with the musically majestic
Blue Man Group.
This album has been a long
time coming and it reﬂects in
both the musical and lyrical
content of the album.
Rossdale, along with guitarist Chris Traynor of Helmet,

bassist Cache Tolman formerly
of Rival Schools and drummer Charlie Walker explore the
depths of Rock with a ﬁne tooth
comb.
Rossdale’s signature vocals
and guitar style rocks on tracks
like “Bullet Proof Skin” and
“Information Age.”
“Ambulances” is the mellowest track on the album, as Rossdale whispers through “I’m not
trying to kill you/it’s just proof
of life/not trying to kill you/one
day at a time.”
The track goes easy on the
rest of the instrumentation, allowing the guitar and vocals to
ﬂow through the epic-sounding
track.
Although it doesn’t quite
capture the thunder of Bush’s
“Come Down,” Institute’s
“Boom Box” has a hard rock
intro that lessens its grip as
Rossdale’s calming vocals
break the madness with an uplifting lyrical message, which
is once again broken by harsh
guitars and drums.

“Seventh Wave” represents
the grunge aspect of this album
as the chorus-breaking guitars
lash out, creating a panic. As
a whole, the album carries the
rollercoaster effect quite well,
leaning emotions one way, and
then quickly another. Hamilton blends the sounds together
to create an atmosphere that at
ﬁrst feels safe, then feels much
like falling.
The musicianship on this record is uncanny. True experience shines through from one
track to the next as it becomes
obvious the players are masters
of their craft.
The closing track “Save the
Robots” is a melodic conclusion to the album with Rossdale’s pleading vocals mixed
with the slow beat of drums.
It seems fair to say that fans
of Bush, Helmet and rock music will enjoy this album.
With all of the elements in
place, Institute, with all of their
star power, has completed a
solid work of rock.

MAINSTREAM

Ice Cold heats up the TSU
By DIANIKA ABBOTT
Daily Titan Staff

The house band’s music blares
in the background as poets, musicians, singers and fans throughout
Orange County gathered Friday
night in the TSU Underground to
spread one of the most profound
art forms - Spoken Word.
The music fades and the lights
dim as a man short in stature, but
large in personality, approaches
the mike.
Alphonso McAuley, who played
Bucky in “Fat Albert,” had the audience in stitches as he warmed up
the crowd for an evening of spoken rhapsody.
This open mike event, dubbed

the Ice Cold Fusion Poetry Night
was sponsored by the Iota Psi
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
It served as a fundraiser and
an endeavor to continue a poetry
event started by Cal State Fullerton alumni Marcus Omari and
William “Wyyll” Hawkins.
One by one, poets exploded with
unadulterated passion as they expressed their opinions concerning
politics, love, Hurricane Katrina,
Hip-Hop and self-discovery.
The Ice Cold Fusion event also
featured Marcus Omari, Benzino
and Aisha Duncan of Crossroads
Poetry, a traveling poetry group
from Orange County.
Marcus Omari performed some

of the audience’s favorites from
his book and spoken word compact disc, South of Andromeda,
including “Saturn’s Rings” and
“My Women.”
While poetry was the main focus of the event, it also featured
two local musicians, Cephas Love
and Wyyll.
Cephas Love, of The Cephas
Love Sound, completes his sound
by melting Soul, Rhythm and
Blues and Gospel. He made a profound connection with the audience when he performed a song
that outlined the current political
state of the United States.
Love also performed a medley of songs discussing love and
politics.

There was not a dry eye in the
TSU pub when Nnamdi Okafor, who is a CSUF student and
the west regional assistant vice
president of Alpha Phi Alpha,
preformed “For Jennifer,” an impromptu poem dedicated to his
baby sister.
As the night came to an end,
many audience members yearned
for more as they stayed around
well after the event concluded in
hopes of more impromptu performances from the compelling artists.
This Ice Cold Poetry Night
was just the ﬁrst of many more
to come. For more information contact Nnamdi Okafor at
MrOkafor06@yahoo.com.

DIANIKA ABBOTT/Daily Titan
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Seinfeld
knows
more than
nothing
By RORY JURNECKA
Daily Titan Staff

If there was any concern that
family life rendered Jerry Seinfeld’s
comedy unfunny, one need not be
so worried.
Seinfeld performed for a sold-out
crowd at the Long Beach Performing Arts Center Friday night and
proved he still has the uncanny ability to ﬁnd humor in everyday life.
Though he previously vowed
that he would never perform his
older and most popular material
from his “Seinlanguage” days, he
interspersed elements of the old
into his recent material, satisfying every fan. Armed with nothing
more than a microphone, stool and
glass of water, he performed for an
hour and a half.
His opening marked new territory with a barrage of political
jokes, ranging from President Bush
to unsuccessful suicide bombers.
He applied his comedic style to the
headlines with aplomb making the
audience laugh hysterically.
But don’t think that Jerry has
turned into another Dennis Miller.
Clearly, Seinfeld understands where
his talent lies and performed the
material he is best known for. Routines about tattoos and the home’s
primary function as a garbage
processing plant were delivered in
classic Seinfeld fashion. .
Seinfeld’s change from bachelorextraordinaire to family man became apparent in his closing jokes.
Touching on issues like weddings,
marriage and children, he gave the
audience a hilarious glimpse into his
life since he has settled down. The
material skillfully avoided alienating the young single people in the
audience, however, and segued into
well-known bits like his “tuxedos
were designed by women” bit.
At the end of the performance he
was treated to a standing ovation,
which brought him back onstage
for his traditional Q-and-A session
with the audience.
Fans shouted questions regarding his famed “Seinfeld” TV show
and his cross-country trip in an old
Volkswagen bus.
One fan even asked if he wanted
to go out after the show (the 51year-old Seinfeld declined, saying
“I’m old, I’m rich and I’m tired!”).
Parts of classic routines were
worked into his responses, all of
which brought explosions of laughter and applause.
It is clear from Seinfeld’s Long
Beach performance that seven years
after he retired from TV, that he is
still passionate about his stand-up
roots. It is in this element that he
seems most at home.

8 MAINSTREAM
New era of Hip-Hop emerges LA band ready
By JUAN ACEVES
Daily Titan Staff

On a recent cover of Time magazine, a crouching Kanye West is
featured with the tagline “Why he’s
the smartest man in pop music.”
West’s second release, Late Registration, proves this by continuing
to provide a new way of rhyming
not reliant on the glamorization of
guns, cars, sex and drugs -- things
that have made Hip-Hop sound
stale over the years.
Although those references are
still heard in the album, West brings
change by focusing on clever lyrics
and positive messages, unlike his
counterparts, 50-Cent and Lil’ John
and the Eastside Boys.
As with his ﬁrst release, College
Dropout, West spends much of the
album trying to stay positive about
his life despite hardships, such as
his ailing grandmother, critics calling his ﬁrst album a ﬂuke and dealing with his own insecurities.
When the single “Diamonds
from Sierra Leone” came out, the
song helped to dismiss rumors of
conﬂict between him and Jay-Z.
“What’s up with you and Jay/Are
ya’ll ok man,” West raps.

The remix even features Jay-Z,
who conﬁrms that their personal
and business relationship remains
solid.
The only part of the album that
may be considered controversial is
when West raps critically about the
diamond mining practices of Sierra
Leone.
“Good morning/This ain’t Vietnam/Still people lose hands, legs,
arms for real/Little is known of Sierra Leone.”
The album takes a turn in “Roses.” West takes listeners inside a
hospital waiting room ﬁlled with
his family while they anxiously
await updates about his sick grandmother’s condition.
Although, he does an excellent
job of reliving the moment, parts of
the song are head-scratching.
“You know the best medicine
goes to people that’s paid/If Magic
Johnson got a cure for Aids/And
all the broke mutha-fuckas passed
away/You telling me if my grandma was in the NBA then right now
she will be ok?”
One would hope the 3 million
copies sold of his ﬁrst album would
help West provide his grandmother
with the best care possible.

The album also features songs
that drag. “Gone” is the last song of
the album and not worth the wait.
Most of the lyrics don’t rhyme and
the beat is too slow. The chorus
features an eerie laugh that is also
heard in other parts of the song.
The album shows West’s sensitive side as well. In “Hey Mama,”
West thanks his mother for her support throughout his life, even when
he told her he was quitting college
to pursue a career in music.
The current radio single, “Gold
Digga” is by far the best song on
the album. This is classic West who,
in one verse, takes shots at women
who date men for their money, but
knocks the men who continuously
underachieve in another, while also
telling women to be patient with
their broke man. Throughout the
album, you hear contradictions that
are a staple in West’s music.
The background vocals feature
Jaime Foxx’s rendition of Ray
Charles’ “I Got a Girl” making the
song even stronger while showcasing his singing ability.
Late Registration shows fans
that West’s brand of Hip-Hop advances beyond the superﬁcialiality
of other artists.

to play CSUF
By HENRY TRUC
Daily Titan Copy
opy Editor

Every Wednesday at noon,
a band can be seen playing to
a crowd of students on the Cal
State Fullerton campus. The
free concerts are presented every
week by ASI Productions in the
Becker Amphitheater outisde the
Titan Student Union.
“We put on shows to bring
entertainment, free of charge,
to the students,” said Kelsey
Brown, one of two ASI Productions concert coordinators.
On deck for the Sept. 21 show,
Matcli. Named after a computer
virus that wiped out the band’s
ﬁrst demo track, Matcli is a mix
of Indie Rock, Pop and a dash
of Emo. Inspired by a variety of
bands - including U2, Genesis,
Jimmy Eat World, Death Cab for
Cutie, Coldplay and Radiohead
- the Los Angeles-based band

wants to increase their following by branching out into all of
Southern California.
“We wanted to play at as
many colleges in Southern California as possible,” said Justin
Steinhardt, manager and friend
of Matcli. “And we felt there
were a lot of students in Cal
State Fullerton that would like
our music.”
Though other bands inspire
Matcli’s music, the band still
manages to product a distinct
sound.
The catchy but mellow tune
of “Disarray” is musically the
strongest and will probably be
the crowd favorite. Although not
yet veterans of the stage, Matcli
is set to release a self-titled EP
this month. Titans wanting a
preview of the show can visit the
band’s page on www.myspace.
com/Matcli, where three of their
tracks are posted.

